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Introducing HelmetStation:  
Every City is a helmet city – it’s about providing choice 
 

 

Introduction 
Public bike share (PBS) systems have quickly proven to be an effective way to help people move around 
quickly and efficiently. PBS systems improve mobility and decrease traffic congestion in areas where 
multiple short trips (less than 3 km) are the norm. PBS systems also support sustainability and fitness 
goals and can reduce transportation costs.  
 
As with any industry, there are multiple customer segments and cycling is no different. The same holds 
true for PBS. So how do you offer helmets for those who want them, and how do you deploy a PBS when 
you have a mandatory helmet law? 
 

It’s about choice 
Bicycle helmets are used in every city in the world. In every market the adoption rate varies, but where 
helmets are optional cities generally see 4% to 30% usage rates. For a PBS system, this can represent a 
significant market opportunity that can be lost if helmets are not providing. Where a mandatory helmet 
law for all ages is in place, providing helmets is a must. 
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Why provide helmets at the station? 
There are several key reasons to provide helmets right at 
the station 
 

 Spontaneity: 
In the average PBS system, 80% of users are 
spontaneous. This means users have not 
planned or prepared for a PBS bike trip.  

 PBS trips are short: 
In addition, the average bike share trip lasts 7-12 
minutes. Where the user wants a helmets or 
needs a helmet (helmet law in place), if a helmet 
is not available at the station, the time it takes to 
find and acquire a helmet is just too long for the 
user to consider.  

 Efficiency: 
With short, spontaneous trips and user wants the 
experience to be easy and efficient. Integrating 
helmets at the station. 

 
No location wants to ignore 80% of the potential market. 
What’s the best way to respond when helmets are needed 
or desired as an option? 

Introducing HelmetStation 
 The SandVault HelmetStation is an patents pending option 
to the core CycleStations control and communications 
system for community shared-use bicycle operations 
(“bikeshare” systems).  
 
At the core of HelmetStation are the key features required 
to ensure maximum spontaneity and convenience for the 
user. These include 

 At station helmet dispensing and return 
o Integrated into the payment kiosk 
o one stop, one payment 

 Customizable user interface for helmet law/choice 

 Options for rental or sale 

 Min. moving parts 
o Reliable, dependable 

 Operations optimized 
o Max. simplicity on stocking and retreival 

 Supporting processes 
o Option to engage SandVault in operations 

review and process set-up 
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Weather proof
All cabling protected within the 
beam. Docks have been tested 

to work continuously even under 
submersion.

End cap
The last piece to go onto 
the terminal beams to 

close off the hollow 
beam.

Docking pin guide
Visual and tactile guide makes docking 
a bike easy and intuitive. Available 

RFID and keypad reader options for 
bike access

Optional wheel guides
Assists user in guiding bike into dock;  
also immobilizes front wheel to deter 

theft and vandalism.

Solar power with adjustable tilt & angle

Complex solar aspects in dense urban environments 

require ability to orient the solar panel in any direction and 

angle.

Seasonality also changes the angle at which maximum 

sunlight can be captured.

HelmetStation + CycleStation – all the core features you expect to see 
HelmetStation is fully integrated into CycleStation, the first PBS sytem in North American and in use on 3 
countries on two continents. All components allow for multiple configurations to customize stations 
based on location. By default dock assemblies are attached to stabilizing bases which can be transported 
as a unit. Dock assemblies can also function without stabilizing bases - as configured in SandVault’s 
major PBS installation in Miami Beach, where all legs, masts, and kiosks are bolted directly to the 
ground. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bridging Beam:  
Available in multiple styles; joins the 
docking assemblies together; allows 
station to accommodate variations in 
ground angle between station dock 
assemblies; protects & conceals cables. 
 
Connection options 
Can connect to: another dock assembly; 
solar mast; optional Helmet Dispensing 
kiosk; optional Helmet Return Kiosk; 
optional future kiosks 
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The station 
The right features at the right price 

 Protect your system for those you need it 
o Vandalism & theft resistant 
o RFID technology with ability to integrate with 

employee/student pass cards 
o Full Wireless communication 
o Solar powered with battery back-up 
o Helmet dispensing and return system 

 Scalable 

 Comprehensive warrantee 

The software 
Data and analytics to get the most from your system 

 Real-time, role-based access dashboard 

 Bikes track by user and by usage patterns 

 Robust database for user-customized reporting 

 Multiple languages enabled 

The bikes 
Select based on the unique needs of your campus. 

 Terrain, vandalism resistance 

 Custom look and feel to match culture, brand 

About SandVault 
SandVault is the pioneer of PBS systems in North America having produced the system that has been in 
use in Tulsa, Oklahoma since 2007 and Golden, BC since 2010. SandVault also produced the system for 
Deco Bikes in Miami Beach Florida and currently has systems in 3 countries.  
 
SandVault’s flagship Cyclestation public bike share system is unique in the market due to its combination 
of proven durability in the field, unsurpassed innovation, and flexibility to match the unique 
requirements of each implementation. This gives each SandVault partner and customer the assurance of 
outstanding reliability and the confidence that the system will meet both short and long term needs. 

SandVault – the innovation leader: 
SandVault current counts a number of innovations in the public bike share market. These include: 

 The first third generation bike share in North America (2005 - Dasani) 

 The first solar powered, mobile stations (2007 – Tulsa) 

 The first system with an integrated helmet dispensing and return system 

 The only system to offer multiple docking configurations to suit the local environment (beam, 
bollard, or tube & clamshell) 

 The only system to offer a choice of bikes to suit the specific implementation environment. 

 Now the first to launch a system specific for campuses 
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Customers & Partners 

DecoBike: Miami Beach and Long Beach NY: DecoBike is a Miami-based firm 

dedicated to providing and operating world-class public bike sharing program to 

forward-thinking cities and campuses. The initial deployment consists of approximately 

1,000 custom DECOBIKES and 100+ solar-powered, automated DECOSTATIONS.  

 

Tulsa Townies bicycle project was launched in August 2007 by Saint Francis 

Health System to promote an active and healthy lifestyle in the community. This project 

is the first bicycle program of its kind in Northeastern Oklahoma and is one of the 

longest running systems in North America. 

 

Golden BC is located in the southeast corner of the province of British Columbia, 

Canada. Its 15 bike and two station bikeshare system is the first in Canada to use third-

generation bike tracking technology, is the second bikeshare system in Canada and the 

first in BC and utilizes Kona bicycles 

 

Spinway is Australia’s first high tech bike sharing company changing the way people 

travel around town. Spinway’s competitive advantage is that it provides a fully automatic 

helmet solution for Australia’s compulsory helmet laws. For more information, please go 

to: www.spinway.com.au 

 

Bikeshare BC is a charitable status non-profit entity formed to produce the most 

considered and viable Bikeshare system specific to Metro Vancouver. Its core members 

all represent leadership in varying fields that, when brought together, form an 

unprecedented knowledge base for this venture 

  

Kona Bikes: Kona and their staff are keen, active, impassioned cyclists making 

bicycles for people who love bikes – no matter if that love is new or long established. 

Kona launched the AfricaBike program in 2006 to use bike sales as a way to provide 

bikes to communities in need, with over 2,600 sent to-date. 

 

Rugged Cycles: the first and only bicycles with airless tires, a chainless drive shaft, 

and stainless-steel hardware. The combination of features has proven to: reduce fleet 

maintenance costs by up to 90%, enhance safety by eliminating the chance of chain-

related injuries. Rugged Cycles are designed and assembled in Corpus Christi, TX. 

 

For more information, please contact: 
Derrick Moennick, Business Development 
108, 3840 Jacombs Road, Richmond, BC, V6V 1Y6, Canada 
Tel: 604-278-9500, derrick@sandvault.com 


